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About This Game

It's not easy, when your pizza is so cheesy.

Head to Australia in the game critics are calling "Please stop emailing me! 5d3b920ae0
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 15 Mar, 2016

English
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fastest pizza cutter. world's fastest pizza box maker. world's fastest pizza. world record fastest pizza. world's fastest pizza
dantdm. world's fastest pizza cutter. world's fastest pizza boxer

The (un)official prequal of what happened before Hotline Miami.. The Hotline Miami of pizza delivery. Kind of a one trick
pony. I would not pay more than $2 for it, but it is a fun and ridiculous arcade experience. Mix bullethell and Crazy Taxi with
the terror that is the Australian Suburbs and you get World's Fastest Pizza. Race around random neighborhoods during "happy
hour" dodging gunfire and explosions, being chased by a rabid dog, to deliver the hottest pies in town, then sneak into a dungeon
and follow the blood trails to deliver a last-meal to those being held there - leave them to enjoy their pizzas and get out, then
drop off your last meatlovers to a peaceful, sober man in the quitest neighborhood in Sydney. A truly absurd game.. Nice game,
ya druggo wankas. I love this game. But I hate Doug. So much.. As an Australian. I am proud to be the first person to write a
review on this indie gem. Buy It. While its still on sale.
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